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The Astronomer’s Development 
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● Step 1: Write Code.
● Step 2: Write more code.
● Step 3: Keep writing code, it’ll eventually 

work.
● Step 4: I think it does what its supposed to, I 

better not change it.
● Step 5 (6 months later): :(
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The Astronomer’s Development 
Cycle

● Structure and Planning is the difference 
between surgery and cutting people’s 
bodies open.

● We as astronomers are not taught or 
encouraged to write code in a way that 
structure or planning.

● Enter – Test-Driven Development.
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● Step 2: Run the test, check it fails.
● Step 3: Write the Code.
● Step 4: Check the test (and all other tests) 

pass.



  

TDD – A (brief) case study
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Coordinate Transform

● Image – Cartesian 
Coordinates.

● Galaxy – Elliptical 
Coordinates.
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TDD - Coordinate Transform

● TDD forces you to break 
the problem down.

- I don’t know how to write a 
unit test to perform this 
transformation.

- However, I will need to 
translate the coordinates to 
the galaxy’s centre.

- And that, I know how to 
test.
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TDD - Coordinate Transform

● TDD forces you to break 
the problem down.

- The angle between the 
coordinate and the x-axis.

- The angle between the 
coordinate and galaxy.

- Rotating the coordinate by 
that angle.
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Astronomer’s Coordinate 
Transform



  

TDD - Coordinate Transform … 
and More!



  

TDD



  

Test-Driven Development

● TDD is NOT a testing process.
● The fact your code comes out fully tested is a 

bonus.



  

Test-Driven Development

● TDD Is a development process.

- You focus on what the code should do, before 
you write it.

- Leading to versatile, clean and adaptable 
code.

- That has a specified purpose.
● If you add unit-tests after writing the code, 

you are not doing TDD!
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The Test-Driven Development 
Cycle

● Step 1: Write a unit test.
● Step 2: Run the test, check it fails.
● Step 3: Write the Code.
● Step 4: Check the test (and all other tests) 

pass.
● Step 5: Refactor, refactor and refactor.



  

Refactoring

● In the Astronomers development cycle, 
refactoring is terrifying.

- You have no idea if your changes break the 
code.

- And even if you think they do, you cannot be 
confident.



  

Refactoring

● With TDD, you receive instant feedback on if 
your code’s functionality has changed.

- Refactoring becomes enjoyable.

- You focus on how to structure the code, not 
whether changing it will break it.

● The code design becomes part of the 
development cycle!



  

Other TDD benefits

● The unit tests become living, breathing 
documentation.

- They make the API of your code visible.
● For collaborative projects, TDD ensures other 

developers know what your code does.

- And lets them know their changes don’t break it!



  

Summary

● TDD is a development process that 
produces clean and verstile code.

● More astronomers should be using it!
● https://github.com/Jammy2211/PyAutoLens 
● Eposter – S11.05



  

TDD - Coordinate Transform

● At 225 degrees, a test failed!
● The trigonometry reverted back  to -45 degrees.
● TDD forced me to make a design choice 

about my code (and coordinate system) 
immediately.

● I’d have thought about this a lot later, one a 
lot more code was in place!
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